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D ole tastes victory
in Iowa; Buchanan
finishes strong 2nd

Tootin' his own horn

By John King
Associated Press

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
Sen. Bob Dole scored a shaky vic
tory in Iowa’s Republican
presidential caucuses Monday
night as Pat Buchanan emerged
from the GOP field to ready a
conservative challenge in next
week’s pivotal New Hampshire
primary.
Former T en n essee Gov.
Lamar Alexander ran third and
hoped that would be enough to
give his cash-poor campaign a
fresh start in a five-week blitz of
primaries likely to settle the
nomination fight.
All the candidates vowed to
press on, but Iowa’s results were
sure to dampen the hopes of
publishing heir Steve Forbes,
who was a distant fourth, and
were perhaps a fatal blow to
Texas Sen. Phil Gramm, who ran
fifrh.
President Clinton was unop
posed in the state’s Democratic
caucuses, and the bruising na
ture of the Republican race was a
vivid reminder of Clinton’s
luxury.
With 90 percent of the vote
counted, Dole had 26 percent, to
23 percent for Buchanan.
Alexander had 18 percent, For
bes 10 percent and Gramm 9 per
cent. Buchanan closed the Iowa

campaign imploring supporters
of anti-abortion longshot Alan
Keyes to rally to his side and will
head to New Hampshire wishing
rueing that it didn’t happen:
Keyes got 7 percent, a remark
able showing given his shoe
string campaign budget.
B u c h a n a n ’s c a m p a i g n
manager, sister Bay Buchanan,
was ecstatic, saying “there’s only
one conservative left in this race
... we now go to New Hampshire
with clear proof we can win this
nomination.”
N ew H a m p s h i r e is a
Buchanan stronghold, the state
where he got 37 percent to spark
his 1992 primary run against
President Bush. But Dole vowed
not to stumble there this time as
he did after Iowa got him off to a
winning start in 1988.
“I am deeply gratified with
the strong support of Iowa
voters,” Dole told The Associated
Press. “Now it is on to New
Hampshire on the road to conser
vative change in the White
House.”
Alexander said the results
proved Dole a fragile front-run
ner and while congratulating
Buchanan, said the former White
House adviser’s protectionist
trade views were “dead wrong."
He said Iowa had winnowed the
See CAUCUSES page 7

Senior Cabinet returns
to generate class spirit
Musician Keith Forrest shows a variety of talents Monday as he entertains BockStoge Pizza patrons / Daily
photo by Lawrence Rodenborn

Poly livestock show a growing bonanza
By ChnstiM Roabeets
Dal|f Staff WniM

Twelve years ago, a group of
animal science students created
a livestock show for their senior
project. Today, the Cal Poly
Western Bonanza Jr. Steer and
Heifer Jackpot Show is one of the
largest on the West Coast, at
tracting hundreds of people to
the Mid-State Fairgrounds.
Students enrolled in animal
science X212 — livestock fair
management — gain experience
with livestock show management
because they are involved with
every aspect of the nonprofit
show. Deirdre Flynn, the
Western Bonanza adviser, said
students generate publicity,
raise money for prizes and
awards, recruit participants,
prepare the facilities, manage
the show, judge cattle and dis
tribute prizes.
Students are required to en
roll in the class fall quarter for

"H w b 'rt M t looking to txpond, wo con lost ovr ropototion ond
onr aotfibikty."
Tonio Wood
Animal science senior

committee chair work and in the
winter quarter for executing
plans. The show's manager,
animal science senior Tania
Wood, said every year they strive
to make the show bigger and bet
ter than the previous year.
“If we’re not looking to ex
pand, we can lose our reputation
and our credibility," Wood said.
The Western Bonanza gives
anyone under the age of 21 a
chance to show their steers and
heifers. Flynn said last year, one
of the exhibitors was only 5 years
old.
Cattle are evaluated by stu
dent judges on the basis of
muscle, body fat, size and how
they are put together. Prizes in
clude belt buckles, coolers,

plates, feed pans, banners and
show sticks.
Two $300 scholarships will
also be awarded to applicants
who submit an essay and plan to
attend Cal Poly. Wood said ap
plicants are interviewed by a
panel of judges who look at ap
plicants’ projects, responsibilities
in the livestock industry, educa
tional goals and agriculture
background.
Wood said livestock-showing
requires extensive time and ef
fort.
“The kids care for all their
own animals and they may have
more than one,“ Wood said. “It
can be a full-time job because
animals have to be fed early in
See SHOW page 3

By Jtff Dtfldi
Only Srofi Wntw

A her a 22-year hiatus, the
Senior Cabinet is returning to
Cal Pbly.
Poly is trying to reinstate the
tradition of a senior group to give
graduating seniors a way to say
farewell to the university.
The Senior Cabinet consists of
14 individuals from different
campus groups, such as: Ibly
Reps. ASI, Mortar Board, Run
ning Thunder, Inter-Fratemity
Council and Student Community
Services.
According to Cochair Dan
Clifford, a business senior, the
group last existed in 1974 when
they considered themselves a
Senior Week Activities Commit
tee. However, few records remain
on the committee to understand
how to run such a group.
Last year, Clifford said, a stu
dent was researching the idea of
a Senior Cabinet, but was unable
to finish before graduating.
Then, over the summer. Univer
sity Advancement contacted Clif
ford and Anel De Leon, a human
development senior, to see if they
would like to continue with the
idea.
“I thought it • was a great

idea,” Clifford said. “I contacted
UCLA and asked them how their
Senior Cabinet operated, and
went from there.”
The cabinet is a bylaw club
that organizes and hosts events
for graduating seniors in order to
generate class spirit.
Clifford said the main reason
for the senior cabinet is to unify
the senior class, so in the future,
seniors can say, “Hey, we are the
class of *96.
“It’s a way for seniors to
remember their last year in col
lege,” Clifford said.
Other CSU campuses don’t
have any type of senior group.
According to Barbara Cail,
public relations chair, the first
event will be held on March 7 to
kick off the Senior Cabinet’s
return to Poly. The event,
“Wieners for Seniors,” will be
held in front of Mott Gym from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Financial management senior
Steven Perez said he thinks the
cabinet will be good for the
university.
“It will give me the oppor
tunity to meet other seniors in
different migors that will be
graduating with me,“ P^rez said.
See CABINET page 10
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19 school days left in term.
TODAY’S WEATHER:
Early morning clouds, clear and
breezy.
Expected high/low: 70s/ 40s

TODAY
• A mandatory meeting for
those interested in becoming a
Poly Rep is taking place at the
Alumni House from 7-8:30 p.m.
For more information, call 5411165.
• Women’s Week: A discussion
titled “Creativity in Older
Women” is being held in UU 220
at 10 a.m. An interactive work
shop called “Music, Movement
and Creativity” will take place
in UU 220 at 11:30 a.m. Ise
Katagami, the art of Japanese
paper cutting is taking place in
UU 219 at 4 p.m.
•Women’s Programs and
Services reentry student dropin is available every Tues. and
Thurs. from 5:10 to 7 p.m. in
Building 22, room 220.
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U pcom ing
•The Physics Colloquium is
having a discussion called “The
Kinematics of Galaxy Halos
Using the Keck 10-meter
Telescope” Feb. 15 at 11:10 a.m.
in Building 52, room E-45.
•Women’s Programs and
Services is having a career
workshop Feb. 15 at 5:30 p.m.
For more information, call 7562600.
•The third Open House
meeting is taking place Feb. 15
at 11 a.m. in Building 3, room
213. This meeting is mandatory
for all club representatives.
•Women’s Week Feb. 15:
Joanne Beaule Ruggles, teacher
of Art and Design will present a
slide presentation on a series of
large-scale figurative paintings
conve)dng an honest and emo
tional response to the human
form in a lecture titled
“Searching for Celestial Bodies"
in UU 216 at 11 a.m. “The Art of
Planning,
Advancing
and
Balancing a Career and Family”
seminar is taking place in UU
219 at 11 a.m.
•A Black teachers panel is
being
held
in
Chumash
Auditorium Feb. 16 at 7 p.m.
Black professors and faculty
will speak on their field and cur
rent issues.
•Applications for those inter
ested in becoming Poly Reps are
due Feb. 16 at Administration
206 by 5 p.m. For more informa
tion, call 641-1165.
•Women’s Week Feb. 16:
“Realistic Self Defense for
Women" is being offered in
Chumash Auditorium at 4 p.m.
The differences in how men and
women respond to work related
frustrations are being discussed
in a seminar called “Women and
Men Handling Emotions at
Work” in UU 220 at 11 a.m. A
presentation titled “Power
Women
of
the
Ancient
Mediterranean:
In
the
Footsteps of Movers and
Shakers, 2500 BC to 450 AD” is
taking place in UU 220 at 12
p.m.
Agerola Items c/o Natasha Coins, G r^thk Arts
226, Cd Poly 93407
Fox; 756-6784

She spent three hours there
being treated for alcohol poison
ing, and at 12:30 a.m. she was
released to her roommate.
“My first memory is about
12:30 a.m. and I was just scream
ing and crying and drunk,”
Mandy said. “I was so drunk. I
remember just yelling and being
scared.”
Mandy said the experience
gave her second thoughts about
drinking.
“I haven’t drank for a long
time,”
she said. “I can’t even stand
It was when her bojdriend and
his friends showed up, just 45 to see a picture of Jack Daniels. If
minutes after she started drink I smell it I get totally grossed
ing, that her body started dis out.”
Along with the terrible hang
agreeing with the excessive
over
the next day, Mandy suffered
amount of alcohol in her system.
She headed to the bathroom to get a financial hangover.
“It was a real expensive night
rid of the pollution in her stom
and I didn’t even leave my house.”
ach.
She said the night totaled
“Some guy was holding my
more than $3,000, excluding the
hair back — I don’t even know
bottle of Jack Daniels. The
who it was to this day,” Mandy
recalled. “My other roommate was ambulance ride was
$600, the hospital was
passed out on the floor in the
$2,100 and the doc
other room.
tor who is billed
“I went in my bedroom, laid on
separately
was
the floor and started going into
$300-$400.
convulsions.”
Dr.
Gene
^
When her third roommate saw
Keller,
director
the two women spread out on the
bedroom floor, one passed out and of the emer
gency room at
the other going into convulsions,
F r e n c h
her first instinct was to call 911,
Hospital, said
Mandy said.
alcohol poison
The 911 operator responded to
ing is uncom
the call and sent a paramedic unit
mon but alcohol- V
and a fire truck to the apartment.
related accidents
When they arrived, the para
occur often.
^
medics stepped over Mandy’s
“Long
before
roommate who was passed out on
(alcohol
poisoning)
the floor with a drunken smile on
occurs,
they
are driving
her face, and began treating
a car or riding a bike,” Keller
Mandy with I.V. units.
said. “It is more bad judgment
During her convulsions and
than alcohol. In terms of people
treatment by the paramedics,
dying (from the direct effects of
Mandy suffered bruises to her
alcohol), it’s very uncommon.”
entire body.
But what could have happened
“Because I had been going into to Mandy when she was admitted
(convulsions) so much, my chest to the hospital? Are doctors able
was bruised really bad,” she said. to take action on a patient who
“I had bruises on my body and I has abused alcohol?
As a victim of alcohol poison
didn’t even know how I got them.”
She was admitted to Sierra ing, Mandy was happy with the
Vista Hospital, one block from her action taken by the hospital.
“The hospital was really good
house, at 9 p.m.

A W eekend
B in g e T akes
a C o stly T oll
By Matt Berger
Doily Staff Writer

What started out as a typical
Friday night for three Cal Poly
students ended in grief when they
underestimated the danger of
alcohol.
It was Friday, Oct. 13, 1995,
which may or may not have
accounted for the strange occur
rences, when Mandy* and her
three roommates decided to let
their hair down with a bottle of
Jack Daniels.
At 7:15 p.m., Mandy and one of
her roommates popped the top off
the Jack Daniels bottle and start
ed taking shots. Although Mandy
knew she couldn’t keep up with
her drinking buddy because of her
small size and lack of sleep the
night before, she was determined
to put up a fight.
“We had the music going and
we were dancing,” Mandy said. “I
remember I took the first four
shots right in a row.”
As her roommate continued
drinking, Mandy went to the
bathroom to get ready for the
party she was planning to go to,
and from then on, she said the
night was a blur.
“By 8:15 p.m. — I have no
memory of anything,” Mandy
said.
The story she tells is a compi
lation of stories from friends,
neighbors and doctors.
“My roommates told me that
my words were slurred and I was
running all over the house,” she
said. “They said I was still taking
shots.”

about it. The paper they made me
sign was a list of alcohol programs
and steps to take to avoid alcohol
poisoning,” she said.
But others say the treatment
should not stop at the hospital.
Under existing laws, only a
patient who has been arrested of
an alcohol-related offense, such as
drunk driving, can be ordered to
attend a drug and alcohol pro
gram.
Capt. Bart Topham of the San
Luis Obispo Police Department
encounters many Cal Poly stu
dents who are abusing alcohol. He
said the police department strict
ly enforces alcohol offenses but it
still lurks in the community.
“I think that what we do is still
not enough,” he said. “It’s not
enough because we still see peo
ple doing it.”
Topham said he thinks people
caught abusing alcohol should be
fined, join a program and be
required to do community
service.
“Any time that
those aren’t done,
we are doing the
person a disser
vice,” he said.
D e s p i t e
Topham’s griev
ances, police and
hospital policies
do not allow for
intervention.
“If someone is
drunk as a skunk
we cannot do any
thing because it’s a
private
matter,”
Keller said.
He said unless the hos
pital thinks 'the patient
attempted suicide, doctors have
no recourse. If it is a drinking and
driving accident, hospitals report
it to the police. It is up to the
courts to decide a punishment or
refer someone to an alcohol pro
gram.
In San Luis Obispo County
and Northern Santa Barbara
County, there are currently 44
alcohol and drug services and proSee FORUM page 3
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Alcohol abuse by students increased

From page 2

tors last year in the residence
halls. He attributed the high num
ber to an increase in alcohol use by
students and more enforcement by
the department. He does not, how
ever, foresee a decrease in the
trend.
“I don’t really think the
enforcement is acting as a deter
rent,” he said. “The first-year stu
dents especially don’t know much,
but it comes with maturity.”
Looking back, Mandy said, she
has learned and matured from her
experience.
“I wish I would have remem
bered something,” she said. “I
keep thinking I would have
stopped, and it scares me that I
didn’t.”

grams. Included in this figure are
peer health progp-ams offered
through the Cal Poly Health
Center.
Dodie Dunton, a detox nurse
for the County Drug and Alcohol
services, works on an outpatient
basis with people who have a vari
ety of alcohol problems.
Dunton said most of the alcohol
programs in the area are volun
tary and only a court can place
someone in them. But she said the
programs usually work better if
the individual takes the first
step.“There is a 50-50 chance of
working,” she said. “I’ve seen peo
ple come in that were forced; some
opened up, some didn’t.”
Campus Police Sgt. Bob
*The name has been changed to
Schumacher said the department
cited 100 drug and alcohol viola keep her anonymous.

SHOW; Some students breed own cattle for show
From page 1
the morning, cared for and some
times nursed.
“Some even breed their own
cattle. This says a lot about an
a p p lica n t
because
it
demonstrates that they know
about genetics.”
Flynn said exhibitors travel
from other states, including New
Mexico, Oregon, Colorado and
Arizona to compete in the show.
This year, they are expecting 300
participants to show about 500
livestock animals. About 500

people usually attend the Bonan
za, she said.
A n im a l s c i e n c e se n io r
Danielle Holt, who is on Bonan
za’s advertising committee, said
the committee tried to advertise
in cattle industry publications to
attract more participants and in
crease awareness.
The Bonanza is also trying to
generate publicity through
KDDB radio station, which will
broadcast live from the show,
something which has never been
done before.

Former Packard Bell worker
fires 60 rounds in workplace
female employee and forced her
through a turnstile to get into
the building, Heenan said.
Bui was fired on Friday “for
the kind of behavior that would
make you suspect something like
this — distributing literature to
other employees about taking up
arms again st supervisors,”
Heenan said.
Worker James Hunt, 27, said
Bui had been escorted out of the
building Friday for “handing out
literature about violence in the
workplace.”
“It escalated into an incident
where they (security officers) felt
he needed to be talked to ... they
escorted him out,” Hunt said.
Bui entered the Packard Bell
complex about 9 a.m. Monday
and went to his former worksite,
a large packing room, carrying a
9 mm semiautomatic pistol and
more than 100 rounds of am
munition in a small nylon bag.

Associoled Press

SACRAMENTO — A man
fired from Packard Bell for ur
ging armed rebellion against his
bosses shot up his former
workplace with 50 to 60 rounds
of ammunition Monday until he
was wounded in the shoulder by
a security guard, police said.
No one else was hurt in the
incident at the cavernous as
sembly area of the computer
maker’s headquarters.
“It’s really miraculous that
somebody wasn’t hit with at
least a ricochet,” police spokes
man Michael Heenan said.
Heenan identified the gun
man as Phuoc Bui, 34. Bui was
treated at UC Medical Center
and then was booked at the
county jail on attempted murder
and kidnapping charges.
The kidnapping charge was
added because Bui grabbed a

said Heenan.
The gunman began shooting,
mostly into the ceiling and into
an office where nine supervisors
were meeting, Heenan said.
Hunt said he heard the gun
fire and dashed for the nearest
exit.
“My instinct at the first shot
was (that) I was gone ... I
thought that some of the workers
I knew were killed on the spot,”
he said
Two security guards, both
former police officers, ordered
Bui to drop his gun, and when he
did not, they fired one or two
shots each, hitting Bui once in
the shoulder, Heenan said.
Packard Bell, which refused to
discuss the incident or let a
reporter examine the shooting
area, said in a statement that it
was studying its security.

Call the Seahawks Gypsies? Traitors?
Associated Press

SANTA ANA, Calif — Sug
gested names are popping up
with word that Seattle Seahawks
owner Ken Behring wants to
bring his professional football
team to Southern California.
The Condors, Earthquakes,
Hawks, Bulldogs, Cougars,
Coyotes, Stallions and Surf were
just a few proposed by readers of
The Orange County Register.

The area has been abandoned
by the Rams and Raiders, so
there were names befitting
desertion: Itinerants, Nomads,
Pirates, Vagabonds, Gypsies,
Traitors, Carpetbaggers and Be
hring’s Fault were a few. The
migrating Gray Whales may also
be fitting.
But the newspaper also had
some suggestions Monday:
— The Plastic Surgeons:
Cheerleaders could be called The
Implants, team colors black-

andrViue and the cheer could be,
“We nip, we tick, we liposuck.”
— The Sons of Beaches:
Cheerleaders called The Gidgets,
team colors seafoam and sand,
and the cheer: “We are in a win
ning mood. Dude. Dude. Dude.”
There were also five reasons
why Orange County would be a
better place to play football than
Los Angeles:
— You don’t have to win the
Super Bowl to get to go to Dis
neyland.

P r im e P e n t i u m
Pentium75

Pentium100

Triton Motherboard W/256K Cache
SMB Ram
850MB Conner Hard Disk Drive
Mitsumi 4x CD-ROM
3.5" Teac Floppy Drive
1MB Stealth Video Adapter
Mid-Tower Case
Windows 95
Microsoft Ergonomic Mouse
Keytronic 104 Key Keyboard
16-bit Soundblaster Vibra
60 Watt Stereo Speakers
14.4 Oata/Fax Modem
15" .28 Flat Screen Monitor
CD-Pack (23 titles)
Microsoft Office Standard
HP 600 Inkjet Printer
2 Year On-site Warranty

$2199

Triton Motherboard W/256K Cache
16MB Ram
1.2GB Conner Hard Disc Drive
Mitsumi 4x CD-ROM
3.5" Teac Floppy Drive
1MB Stealth Video Adaptor
Mid-Tower Case
Windows 95
Microsoft Ergonomic Mouse
Keytronic 104 Key Keyboard
16-bit Soundblaster Vibra
60 Watt Stereo Speakers
28.8 Data/Fax Modem
15" .28 Flat Screen Monitor
CD-Pack (23 titles)
Microsoft Office Standard
HP 600 Inkjet Printer
2 Year On-Site Warranty

Pentium133
Triton Motherboard W/256K Cache
32MB Ram
1.6GB Conner Hard Disc Drive
Mitsumi 6x CD-ROM
3.5" Teac Floppy Drive
4MB Stealth Video Adaptor
Mid-Tower Case
Windows 95
Microsoft Ergonomic Mouse
Keytronic 104 Key Keyboard
16-bit Soundblaster Vibra
60 Watt Stereo Speakers
28.8 Data/Fax Modem
15" .28 Flat Screen Monitor
CD-Pack (23 titles)
Microsoft Office Standard
HP 600 Inkjet Printer
2 Year On-Site Warranty

$2599

Above Systems Now Available At
HEWLETT*
PACKARD

B G ) n a li^ l^ B c x ) k 5 t D ie

Come in today to enter to win o Free Sony Playstation'^'
‘ Purchase not required to enter drawing
Above Prices Subject to (honge Without Notice

$3599
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SEX

Cultures, cervixes and cancer
Hey, you guys came up with some great questions.
Our first question was about the ever-famous PAP
smear. Who the heck is PAP and ju st what is he
sm earing?
The who — PAP is thankfully short for Dr. George
Papanicolaou, who developed the test about 40 years
ago. The PAP smear is a simple, painless procedure.
The smear is simply a culture taken from the cervix.
What’s a culture and what’s your cervix? A culture is
taken by swabbing your cervix with a long cotton swab.
The cervix is the neck of the uterus and about four in
ches in from the opening of the vagina.
The culture is checked for cervical cancer and that’s
it. This test does not check for STIs of any kind. What’s
an STI? It’s a new way of saying STD. It stands for
Sexually Transmitted Infections.
Is it OK to do it du rin g a w om an’s period?
There’s no medical reason not to. So the question is
“you cool with ‘dat?” Actually, people have said it’s
more enjoyable for both sexes during the woman’s
period because she is engorged with blood and her
vagina feels tighter and this is very arousing to the
man.
What’s in it for her? As you women know, you have
a lot of hormones pumping through your body that can
finally be put to good uce. It’s been said that women
are able to orgasm easier during menstruation and
ladies, the big “O” helps to mellow out those cramps.
CAUTION — It’s still possible to get pregnant or
an STI during her period. So keep using those con
doms.
If you didn’t get your question answered this week
you can get it answered in two weeks when SEX
T.A.L.K. returns. Call us at 756-5252 or come by Peer
Health downstairs in the Health Center.
SE X T.A.L.K. is written by a student-run Sexuality
Team.

The burrito conspiracy
Editor,
What do you call someone who admits to being a
bully but a bully? The Foundation, which is responsible
for each and every morsel of food on campus, is un
deniably an organization set on exclusion through ironfisted tactics. They have chokea off our selection of food,
holding our choices to ball-park pretzels and hot dogs,
second-rate burritos and fast food snacks, through a
systematic and concerted effort to fend off any potential
competitors. It cannot blame the area for its lack of
selection. This region produces food surpassing möst of
the world. They also cannot blame those diehards who
have tried unsuccessfully to break in only to meet an in
surmountable wall of red tape and restrictions. They
can only blame themselves.
The solution to this is business owners and small
entrepreneurs, who offer authentic, hearty and diverse
meals that are cheaper and better than what we cur
rently have. They are everywhere, beyond the city
boundaries, behind stands at farmers’ markets and at
the steps of the Administration Building, desperately
seeking to gain access to the Cal Poly market. 'These
few are hoping to realize the fruits of their labor but are
prevented by sheer political and bureaucratic rigidity.
The Foundation’s motives, though, are not wholly in
stitutional. 'There is another element at play here:
profit. Without outside competition, there is no need to
lower prices, improve quality or provide a broader selec
tion to students.
So let’s cut the grease and the bureaucratic waste of
an institution that has reigned across this campus for
years, exercising its hulking mass to stomp competition
and food selection. Allow places like F-Stop to thrive,
while permitting outside vendors to show their stuff. If
this requires the Foundation to set a vendor fee, all’s
well, but give us, the students, the decision to make up
our own minds.
Ehab Bandar
City and regional planning graduate student

M usiang D aiiy
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No room for education
by Travis Mooney
I came to Cal Poly to get an education. My first guess
would be that most of you did too.
Well, if you’ve been awake while you’ve been at Cal
Poly, you’re going to know that there’s a growing problem
with getting an education here. Even the administration
knows it — the Cal Poly Plan is the biggest patch of all on
our rapidly-deflating hope for a great Cal Poly education.
In a school regarded as one of the best in California for
undergraduate courses — with actual professors teach
ing, rather than having teaching assistants handle all the
lower division classes — we are throwing money at noneducational projects. Projects that I think everyone
should take a closer look at.

Who decided that athletics needs space more than
the Chemistry department? I hope that person hos
strong reosons to support their case. But no one's
who's been shafted on floor spoce is going to ogree.
First of all, take a look at the new Performing Arts
Center. It is a $30 million project that is swallowing up
funding from Cal Poly and the city of San Luis Obispo al
most as quickly as Jaws ate people. Cal Poly promised to
fund two-thirds of the monster project. And when I asked
why theater students aren’t going to be able to have free
reign of the place to use it as a lab. Associate Vice Presi
dent for Academic Affairs Glenn Irvin told all of Cal Poly
that the center isn’t an educational facility. Isn’t it being
paid for with higher education’s dollars? It may just be
me, but I’d swear that “higher education” had some con
nection to “education.”
We’re also building a new athletics complex. I know,
athletics has some bad facilities — not what you’d expect
from a Division-I school. So we’re going to gather money
fh>m the private sector — starting with a gracious gift
from Ozzie. Smith — to build better fields. Did Ozzie
know that professors spend time continually repairing e-

quipment that should have been replaced long ago?
'There are facilities all over campus that are aging to
the point of being useless. Yet we still work in them and
learn in them. Who decided that athletics needs space
more than the chemistry department? I hope that person
has some strong reasons to support his or her case. But I
don’t think that anyone who’s been shafted on floor space
is going to agree.
It seems that in the progress of running Cal Poly,
people forgot why they’re here — to teach students and to
help people teach students. Sure, it’ll be nice to have a
large Performing Arts Center and to have a new athletic
complex. But it’s wrong to build them when you ask stu
dents to offer money out of their own pockets to fund the
only reason Cal Poly exists — education.
I won’t debate the need for the Cal Poly Plan. I will
question the need for the Performing Arts Center and a
new athletics complex. 'The plan is going to make Cal Poly
better; I really do believe that. Are the two centers going
to make Cal Poly better? Probably, but we shouldn’t be
asked to pay for it when the university has decided to
spend gross amounts of money on noneducational
facilities.
From a purist’s standpoint, I say cut ever3fthing that
doesn’t have a direct impact on education. Let’s get rid of
Cal Poly Performing Arts, athletics — reassign their
money and space to education. But Cal Poly can’t do that.
It’d be bad politics to turn the university toward educa
tion.
We’re looking at redesigning the way Cal Poly works
— at least that’s what we hear. That’s great, but I think
everyone, especially the administrators of Cal Poly, needs
to take a step back and look at what Cal Poly has bwome.
Only then are we really going to focus on education.
Travis Mooney is a Daily S ta ff Writer.

From dusk till.. .oops
Editor,
While reading Shari Coffenberry’s review of “From
Dusk 'Till Dawn” ('Thursday February 8) I CEune across a
rather large error.
While Quentin 'Tarantino did write the script (based
on a story by Robert Kutzman) for the movie a few
years ago he decided he did not want to direct it.
After Tarantino released “Pulp Fiction” and became
a very hot director Miramax asked him to make “From
Dusk Till Dawn.” Once again Tarantino decided not to
make the movie.

Instead he pushed
Rodriguez direct it.

Miramax to have

Robert

Rodriguez', best known for “Desperado” and “El
Mariachi,” agreed to direct the movie after 'Tarantino
agreed to rewrite it.
Tarantino and Rodriguez also worked together on
“Four Rooms” which was released during Christmas.
Adrian Alcaide
Mathematics senior
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Government-funded science

what is the worst Valentine’s
experience you’ve ever had?

by Matt Cochot
I am writing in response to a recent commentary by
Jon Mahaify regarding the National Science Foundation,
and all the associated governmental “scientific leaches.”
Mr. Mahaffy contends that the NSF and other govern
ment-funded research programs are simply a way for the
feds to steal the peoples’ hard-earned money and
squander it on needless tests for useless concepts. He
contends that the government’s awards of research
grants are “a ruthless violation of the individual rights of
every citizen in this country.” I hope that my response,
backed up with real-world evidence, a clearer perspective
and an effort to address a problem rather than to toss
names will be able to shed some real light onto this sub
ject.
Mahaffy claims that “the success of this country would
not be damaged if the government did not fund science
and technology.” He says that the 19th century should be
able to prove the ability of a society to grow without
governmental prompting. Yes, it is true that the people of
the past found motivation to innovate and to grow. In the
1800s, people were induced to drastically improve their
living conditions and increase medical research. The
cause was cholera. Also in the same century was a huge
industrial revolution which literally changed the face of
the earth forever. The driving force behind this innova
tion was poverty so deep that it seemed all the people of

I think a moderate impoct on my wallet now is
much more favorable than the disturfaing wakeup colls that fortune seems to cast upon the
unmotivated.
Europe were eating their family pets for lack of food. It
just didn’t seem that industry and progress was in the
common interest until fate would come along and give the
entire world a swift kick in the butt. Today, things are
much different, and I think that a moderate impact on
my wallet now is much more favorable than the disturb
ing wake-up calls that fortune seems to cast upon the un
motivated.
Determination of the possibility of scientific research
to result in productive and useful knowledge should not
depend solely upon Mr. Mahaffy’s interest in that area.
The government acts as a catalyst for all aspects of
science and art. All research is tied in with each and
every other field — no one knows just where the research
of today will lead us tomorrow. It can be assured, though,
that without dedicated people, sources for knowledge and
money to fund research, this society will go nowhere fast.
What if an individual does not have interest in spend
ing money to discover the depths of the Antarctic’s
icecaps, as in Mr. Mahaffy’s example? This is a very com
mon feeling, but I bet any person’s interest would perk up
after the pharmaceuticals’ research based upon chemicals
in the sub-Antarctic ecosystem results in the preservation
of a close friend’s life. Government-funded research and
development has led to so much growth in this country
that it is impossible to imagine the country without it.

Half of us would be dead from lack of medical improve
ment (due mostly in this century to a governmental en
couragement during World War II, and beyond), many of
us would be left cold (no department of energy to improve
power efficiency and cleanliness), and none of us would be
attending this university (which became a state institu
tion in the public interest of providing practical technical
skills and encouraging constant improvement in the state
of the arts).
These examples may be a bit broad, so I will try to
focus down upon the government’s hand in the improve
ments in, say, electronics (Mr. Mahaffy, as an electrical
engineering major, might be interested in this).
Government stimulation led directly to the production
of the world’s first computers, resulted in the invention of
lasers and created a chunk of the high-tech computer in
novation which makes this society the electricallypowered, controlled and operated wonder that we all
depend upon. The Internet is the fed’s brainchild, and
currently the plasma etching of silicon circuit boards is,
as well. At the time, I am sure that very few people were
interested in such things (or even knew what they
meant), but all those electronics-minded people of today
are very much interested and involved. It is unfortunate
then, that if it were up to the individuals of this country’s
past, none of this technology would have developed until
much later (if at all).
Through research of just a few NSF documents (using
the government-developed internet, no less), I found that
the NSF is not nearly the way Mr. Mahaffy makes it out
to be. This is just one representative excerpt of the goals
and projections of one NSF forum focused on electronics
development:
‘The goals of this section are to generate ideas which
will advance and improve microelectronics manufactur
ing, by way of reduced time to market for new products
and processing techniques as well as added value for ex
isting technology through robust/agile scheduling plans,
improved product quality and reduced cost.”
The outline included sections on “necessary charac
teristics of research topic for optimal impact in
microelectronics industry,” and a “discussion of research
topics and needs.”
Somehow, this does not strike me as a call for
frivolous, useless research. It is fortunate that even
though this country, as individuals, may not always be
focused upon the future, there is a governmental entity
which always looks toward the ways of tomorrow.
Governmental funding for research and development
of technology for the common good of this country is one
of the best ways to ensure growth in science and technol
ogy.
Although we will always have to keep our eyes out for
“pet projects,” and manipulation of our system, the need
for a strong centralized force to catalyze science and in
dustry is undeniable. The students of Cal Pbly should be
the first to recognize this fact. Keep science and research
on the payroll, people; we’re dealing with our future.
Matt Couchot is a mechanical engineering freshman.

Cheated by Cupid
by Matt Berger
I was sitting at home the other day reading the Bible
and counting my ribs and I realized that the man
upstairs gypped me. The way it is supposed to go is I give
away a rib and in return get a woman. “Then the rib
which the Lord God had taken from man He made into a
woman, and He brought her to the man.” But the longer I
wEut, ribless £md womanless, the more I am convinced
that it is an empty promise.
Adam didn’t have to do anything except sit around the
Gsutlen of Eden. He could sleep whenever he wEmted, he
could eat almost whatever he wanted smd then one day
he fell asleep and woke up with a beautiful naked woman

Y

who thrive o ff of chocolate hearts and longspeak the truth to o l the candy eaters.
all for himself. He was able to avoid all the*early-relationship crap and go straight to the top of the love chain, and
again, they were naked the entire time.
But for most of us it’s not as easy as acting lonely and
hoping some higher power will bring a naked lady to our
doorstep. Some real believers do wait for that to happen
but usually end up wearing a dirty bathrobe and
memorizing pickup lines from Playboy magazine.
What makes this even worse is that in all this time of
heartache and solitude some selfish, love-struck sap
decided to make a holiday to remind us of our suffering.
Valentine’s Day has become a day of mourning for the
many who had their ribs unjustly stolen from their
bodies. But there is hope out there. It is time to take back
our pride and rid ourselves of the persecution we’ve en
dured for so many years. In a time when the world is
facing globsd social and political reform we must attack.
We must wage war upon the joyless, capitalists that
thrive off of chocolate hearts and long-stem roses. It’s
time for revolution.
If we are to make any progress in this war we have to

mm]

“I forgot who I had
asked to be my
valentine and I gave
the wrong
person a
n g Pi
ift. I triea to explain
is to the ri|[ht person but she
believe me.”
Rishard Bitbobo
M ethonkal engineering senior

“I was kind of
seeing this jgirl and
we had professed our
mutual liking for
each other. But what
I didn’t know was
that she had just
broken up with a
boyfriend and sleiîpt
with five differentII
guys. My friend told
me the night before
Valentine^ Day
when I told him what
I was planning. She
used me for her
psychological ego
booster.’
Franco Consolación
Electrical engineering senior

“I had a boyfriend
that broke up with
me out of the blue
and I had all these
gifts for him.”
Tawnya BHich
Animal science junior

(1

“In sixth grade this
guy I was kind of
going with gave me a
bear, candy and a
cheesy card with
chocolate kisses and
M&Ms on it that
said,‘your kisses are
like M&Ms, you can’t
have j^ust one.’ I
thought oh god, does
that mean he wants
to kiss me? After
lunch I told him
thank you and
hugged him. I
thought I’d give him
a peck on the lips but
be opened his mouth
and 1 bad to kiss him
on tbe tongue. It was
disgusting and so
traumatic I didn’t
kiss anyone again
until I was 177’
Jemiifer P ttersta
Biology freshmen

We must wage war upon the joyless copHoists
stemmed roses. It's tin e lo r revolution. H's time to

Interviews by Christina Rombouts
Doily photos by Juon Mortinez

«UJ

“When I was in the
fourth grade I made
a special Valentine’s
card for this young
lady I liked and she
tore it up in front of
me and the whole
class. It hurt.”
Levester W iliam s

strike the root of the problem. The prime target is the
heartless candy makers who sit in their happy homes
with their significant others thinking about how many
ways they can express their love to one another in a short
phrase. You’ve heard them all before: Kiss me. You’re
sweet. Be mine. Foxy, Hug me. It’s time to speak the
truth to all the candy eaters by way of a new candy, a
truthful candy that will have phrases you are likely to
hear: I like you like a brother, can’t we still be friends.
Stop looking in my window you pervert (I’ve never heard
that one, I swear).
As V-Day quickly approaches and restaurants book all
their tables for two, and chocolate stores stock their shel
ves with gift packs, think of all the suffering because of
this holiday. Cupid better watch his back when he’s out
shooting his poisoned arrows into the hearts of starcrossed lovers, because 111 be out with my butterfly net
and a shotgun scratching my itchy-trigger finger.

Animal science senior

“I did this Valenin the
and it fell off of me
on stage. I wasn’t
even supposed to
play the part and I
didn’t know what I
was doing.”
Michael Miscisin
Electricol engineering senior

Matt Berger is a Daily staff Writer who will change his
mind about Valentine’s Day if he wakes up tomorrow with
a naked woman at his side.-D.P.
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Two jailed Serb officers to face U.N. war crimes court
By Aida Cerkez
Assoooted Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — The Bosnian govern
ment whisked two Serb officers
out of jail Monday and onto a
plane bound for a U.N. war
crimes court. Under U.S. pres
sure to defuse a crisis with angry
Serbs, the Bosnians agreed not
to arrest more suspects without
the court’s go-ahead.
Dressed in heavy flak jackets
and helmets, Gen. Djordje Djukic
and Col. Aleksa Krsmanovic
were taken by the NATO-led
peace-enforcement mission from
a central Sarajevo jail.
In a convoy bristling with
guns, the two were transported
to a stadium on the north side of
Sarajevo, where a U.S. Blackhawk helicopter met them. The
h e l i c o p t e r flew t h e m to
Sarajevo’s airport, where they
boarded a military C-130 Her
cules transport bound for The
Hague, Netherlands, seat of the
U.N. war crimes tribunal.
The two Serb officers arrived
at the Scheveningen detention
complex late Monday night, ac
cording to a tribunal source who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
The tribunal has its own 24-cell
holding •block, which up until

now has been inhabited only by
one man, Bosnian Serb Dusan
Tadic.
The officers’ detention on Jan.
30 on suspicion of war crimes en
raged the Serbs and endangered
the international effort to build
peace in Bosnia. Rebel Serbs had
suspended contacts with the Bos
nian governm ent and the
NATO-led peace force in retalia
tion.
NATO said the two men were
being sent to The Hague for fur
ther investigation. The officers
have not been charged.
The sudden move came after
Richard Holbrooke, the U.S.
mediator who crafted the Bos
nian peace plan, flew in to try to
break a deadlock in the peace
process caused by the arrests. He
was widely believed to be in
strumental in Monday’s transfer
of the Serbs.
Holbrooke also wrested a
separate agreement Monday
from the government not to ar
rest any more suspects without
prior authorization of the
tribunal.
Shipping off the two officers
could be a face-saving way for
the Bosnian government to
release the men and back out of
a situation that threatened to

"Tensions that have risen in recent days should now begin to
abate."
Richard Holbrooke
Peace plan mediator

shred the entire peace process.
Still, the government’s move
could exacerbate tensions if the
Serb officers are indicted quickly
or provide evidence against new
suspects.
Bosnian army sources say
Djukic is senior enough to pos
sibly provide evidence against
Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic, who is widely accused
of instigating the war in Bosnia
before abandoning his former
Bosnian Serb proteges and forc
ing them to accept a deal to end
the war.
Milosevic is not one of the 52
suspects indicted so far for war
crimes.
Bosnia’s ambassador to the
United Nations, Muhamed Sacirbey, told Associated Press
Television that the two officers
may have information that “is
very sensitive, and could be very
damning to both the milit£u*y and
to the political structures in
Belgrade.”
The case of the two Serb of-

fleers highlights the difficulties
faced by the NATO-led force in
Bosnia. Officers say they will not
go out looking for suspected war
criminals, but will arrest them if
they come across them in per
forming other duties.
However, the Bosnian Serbs
are led by Radovan Karadzic and
Gen. Ratko Mladic, two men al
ready indicted on war crimes
charges.
After some intense shuttle
diplomacy in the former Yugos
lav republics, Holbrooke said
Monday there was a “better un
derstanding of what we would
call the rules of the road.”
“And tensions that have risen
in recent days should now begin
to abate,” he said.
Still, there were other
glitches.
— NA'TO officials had ex
pected the release of Hid£get
Delic, a news photographer ac
credited to the government’s BH
Press who is being held by the
Serbs, and four Serb soldiers

held by the government, but
none were freed.
— Serb civilian leaders had
said they would restore links
with NATO, but ties with the
Muslim-Croat federation that is
to govern half of Bosnia were
still suspended. It also remained
unclear whether the Bosnian
Serb military led by Mladic
would resume contacts with
NATO.
— NATO officials complained
that the confidential files given
to them by the war crimes
tribunal were so incomplete that
they were nearly useless in help
ing soldiers identify indicted war
crimes sxispects in the field.
— 'Two of NATO’s most impor
tant leaders traveled to the
divided southwestern city of
Mostar on Monday to keep local
Muslim-Croat bitterness from
undermining the peace process.
NATO Secretary General
Javier Solana and the alliance’s
chief commander, (jren. George
Joulwan, met with leaders of
Mostar’s rival Croat and Muslim
communities, as well as officials
of the embattled European
Union mission trying to reunify
the city.

Governments looking for solution Rulers in Persian Gulf cling
to prevent future IRA retaliations to power despite challenges
By Mortki Morris
Associated Press

By Robert Barr
Assoooted Press

"The IRA w ill never bomb their w ay to the negotiating table."

LONDON — Hoping to
prevent more killing by the Irish
Republican Army, the British
and Irish governments searched
Monday for common ground in
promoting peace talks in North
ern Ireland.
Both governments spoke of a
need for compromise and insisted
the Sinn Fein party had no place
at the bargaining table until it
disavowed the bloody tactics of
its IRA allies.
The IRA broke its 17-monthlong cease-fire last Friday with a
bomb in the Docklands district of
east London that killed two
people, wounded 37 and caused
an estim ated $125 million
damage.
Workers returning to the
area’s high-rise offices on Mon
day were met by police
roadblocks and officers carrying
automatic weapons.
“The IRA will never bomb
their way to the negotiating
table,” British Prime Minister
John Major said in a televised
address to the nation Monday
night.
Irish Prime Minister John
Bruton said his immediate goal
is to get a statement from the
IRA’s ruling council that the
cease-fire has been reinstated.
In September 1994, when the
IRA announced an end to its
quarter-century armed campaign
to end British rule in Northern
Ireland, hopes were high that the
province’s troubles were nearing
an end. Those hopes increased
when Protestant militias that
supported British rule declared a
truce later in the year.
But the peace process became
deadlocked over a demand by
Britain and by Protestants that
the IRA start disarming before
talks were held on the province’s
future.

in the

II ajor
John M
British prime minister

In Belfast, a group of women
who lost loved ones in Northern
Ireland’s violence from 1969 to
1994 organized a rally for peace
near City Hall — where Presi
dent Clinton hailed the peace
two months ago.
“I was sitting on me own, the
TV off,” said one of the speakers,
Maria McShane, who lost her left
eye and later her oldest son to
the violence.
“Me sister rang me: ‘Did you
hear the news?* I cried and
cried,” Mrs. McShane said, her
voice breaking.
Earlier Monday, Mtyor told
the House of Commons that “the
ball is in the court of Sinn Fein
and the IRA, if indeed that dis
tinction means an3dhing. It is for
them to show through their
words and actions whether they
have a part of play in the peace
process or not.”
“Sinn Fein m ust decide
whether they are a front for the
IRA or a democratic political
party committed to the ballot
and not the bullet,” he said.
Jean Kennedy Smith, the U.S.
ambassador to Ireland, said it
was wrong to shut out Sinn Fein
leader Gerry Adams, saying that
if he “is out of the picture, there
is no peace process.”
“I think the (U.S.) administra
tion feels that he is very crucial
to the peace process,” Mrs. Smith
said in Dublin, the Irish capital.
Megor, who has said that
Protestant leaders will not talk
to Sinn Fein without a start to
disarmament, renewed a call for
elections for a peace assembly as
a prelude to talks.
Many IRA supporters have

regarded the election idea as a
delaring tactic and suggested it
was the last straw that led to the
end of the cease-fire.
Ireland’s deputy prime minis
ter, Dick Spring, struck a con
ciliatory tone, saying he was
reassured by Mfgor’s “very clear
and direct and speedy link be
tween possible elections and
negotiations.”
John 'Taylor, deputy leader of
the Ulster Unionist Party, the
main Protestant party in North
ern Ireland, continued to speak
of elections as “the one way of
opening up an opportunity.”
Adams said Major bore some
responsibility for the end of the
cease-fire.
“We have witnessed bad faith
and dishonesty, new precondi
tions, stalling, negativity and
provocation,” Adams said in an
article for Monday’s edition of
'The Guardian newspaper.
“While the IRA must bear the
responsibility for its actions in
London, the British government
must bear its total responsibility
for the collapse of the peace
process,” he said.
In Washington, President
Clinton said he believed the
cease-fire would still be in place
if it was up to Northern Ireland’s
people.
“They do not want to go back
to violence. 'They want to go for
ward with peace,” Clinton said
Monday. “And they expect that
the people who are representing
them to be disciplined and ma
ture and peaceably work this
out. I just hope and pray it can
be done.”

ADVERTISE!!!
o
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MANAMA, Bahrain — Five
years after the Gulf War, this
oil-rich region is experiencing
something new: pressure for
change. And it’s an uncomfort
able feeling.
For decades, kings and
sheiks have held absolute
power in the wealthy nations of
the Gulf
Now, governments are facing
challenges from dissidents
agitating either for more
democracy or for a return to
stricter Islamic austerity. And
some of the region’s ruling
families are in turmoil.
'The king of Saudi Arabia,
sidelined by a stroke, handed
over power to his half-brother
last month. Qatar’s leadership
changed hands last year in a
bloodless palace coup. And a
bombing Sunday in Bahrain put
that country’s political troubles
in dramatic relief.
None of the governments in
the Gulf appears in imminent
danger of collapse, but the
recent rumblings have left the
region unsettled.
In the latest disturbance, a
bomb injured four people and
wrecked the lobby of Bahrain’s
plush Diplomat Hotel on Sun
day night, the second blast at a
luxury hotel in less than a
month.
'The bombing capped weeks
of anti-government protests in
the tiny island state, a key cen
ter for the U.S. Navy. _
Sporadic unrest began in
December 1994, sending shivers
through the country’s local
population — and its indispen
sable foreign workers.
“People have stopped ventur
ing into the market” because of
the unrest, said D’Souza, an In
dian storekeeper in Manama’s
picturesque bazaar who — like
many people in Bahrain —
would give only his last name to
a reporter.
“If it eoes on, Lord knows
what well do next. We might
have to pack our bags and find
a better place to start off.”
Others were less worried.
“I think most people are
aware of what region they are

living in,” said Michael
Langton, the American director
of the Bahrain Institute of
Banking and Finance. “The
Middle East is a volatile place,
and people know that when
they come here.”
The anti-government
violence began after Shiite Mus
lim opposition leaders began
calling for the release of politi
cal prisoners, better job oppor
tunities and a restoration of
parliament, which was dis
solved 20 years ago.
Shiites account for about 60
percent of Bahrain’s population,
but Sheik Isa Bin Salman A1
Khalifa and his family dynasty,
which dominate the govern
ment, are from Islam’s Sunni
sect.
The government accuses
Iran, a mostly Shiite country, of
orchestrating the unrest. The
Bahraini leadership has
responded by cracking down,
arresting prominent Shiite
preachers and hundreds of
other people.
While the streets of
downtown Manama are
dominated by gleaming tower
blocks that house international
banks, the picture is different in
the Shiite Muslim villages, the
heartland of the unrest.
Children play on unpaved
streets. People live in simple
concrete or mud-lined houses.
Slogans spray-painted on walls
denounce the ruling A1 Khalifa
d5masty — but are quickly
painted over by police.
Bahrain, the first Gulf na
tion to strike oil in the 1930s,
will also be the first to run out
of the black gold. Output is
down to a trickle and the
spigots will be dry by around
the year 2000.
'The nation of 500,000 has
turned to banking, services and
subsidies from Saudi Arabia,
which is connected to Bahrain
by a causeway.
'The Saudi kingdom has its
own worries these days.
A car-bombing at a joint
American-Saudi military head
quarters in the capital, Riyadh,
Idlled five Americans and two
Indians on Nov. 13.
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CAUCUSES: Alexander clears rest of field in 3rd
From page 1
GOP contest to a three-man bat
tle, as if Forbes did not exist.
“I look forward to a race in
New Hampshire with Senator
Dole and Pat Buchanan.”
Forbes took issue, insisting
fourth place was “a good
sp rin gboard
into
New
Hampshire.” But just two weeks
ago, Forbes was threatening Dole
for the lead, riding the crest of a
$4 million TV ad budget that
shattered all records in the state.
The^Iowa voting took place in
2,142 precinct caucuses and
closed a nearly year-long cam
paign in the state. It appeared
that turnout would fall short of
100,000, below the 1988 total
and way below the record
130,000 predicted by state
Republican leaders.
Among c a u c u s-g o e r s,
Buchanan was the clear choice of
those who described themselves
as very conservative or members
of the religious right. In an
entrance poll, one fifth of the
caucus-goers said they settled on
their choice in the last three
days; of those, Alexander and
Buchanan were th e clear
beneficiaries.
Dole was the overwhelming
choice of Iowa’s elderly voters,
and caucus-goers said Dole’ age
— he is 72 — would make no dif
ference in his ability to be presi
dent. lowans were split on the
flat tax, Forbe’s premiere issue,
over the existing system — and
even the flat-taxers preferred
Dole and Buchanan to the mil
lionaire publisher.
After New Hampshire comes
a five-week march through 30
states, with 70 percent of the
GOP convention delegates to be
chosen by the time California
holds its March 26 primary. That
breakneck pace puts a premium
on momemtum and money.
While Buchanan and Alexander
could claim Iowa gave them the
former, both needed to scramble
to refill their campaign accounts.

For Buchanan, Iowa was a
sweet surprise. Just a week ago
he had modest goals here, but
used his upset of Gramm in last
week’s Louisiana caucuses to
make the case to social conserva
tives that he was a stronger can
didate than Gramm — against
both Dole and Clinton.
In advance. Dole rejected the
notion that he should be judged
by his 1988 showing, noting the
field was smaller then and that
for a month he has been the
main target of Forbes’ relentless
attack ads.
Faring poorly were three
others on the ballot, Indiana Sen.
Dick Lugar, Illinois businessman
Morry Taylor and California Rep.
Bob Doman.
Alexander’s standing began
improving a week ago and ap
peared to come mostly at Forbes’
expense. Late polling showed in
creasing skepticism of Forbes’
flat tax plan, and suggested
voters assigned Forbes much of
the blame for the Iowa cam
paign’s decidedly negative tone.
With thousands of Iowa ac
tiv ists
un decid ed
and
unimpressed going into the
caucuses, each of Dole’s rivals
had hoped to push him off his
perch.
“It’s going to depend on who
gets their people out,” said
Gramm. His showing had top ad
visers and supporters split over
whether Gramm should quit the
campaign now and focus on his
reelection to the Senate.
With all the negative adver
tising, voters complained there
was little opportunity for the
Republican candidates to clarify
their differences over how to
shrink the federal government,
devise a simpler tax system,
reduce or forid abortions and
send power back to states and
communities.
Forbes’ oppxments were united
in their criticism of the uncom
promising flat tax he would use
to replace the income tax.

Greenspan lines up for third
4-year term as Reserve chair
By M artk OutsÌRger

Assoaoted Press_ _ _ _ _ _

WASHINGTON — Alan
Greenspan has been whispering
economic advice into the ears of
Republican presidents going
back to Nixon, but that doesn’t
mean he can’t be Bill Clinton’s
man.
Indeed, the Democratic presi
dent appears set to nominate
Greenspan for a third four-year
term as Federal Reserve chair
man in large part because of his
Republican credentials.
The White House insisted
Monday that the president had
received no recommendations yet
from his National Economic
Council, but administration offi
cials, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said that there were
no other candidates.
Some officials had expected
the Greenspan appointment last
week. But they said the announ
cement was delayed because of
trouble filling two other vacan
cies on the seven-member Fed
board.
The president had been ex
pected to nominate New York in
vestment banker Felix Rohatyn
as vice chairman of the Fed to
replace Alan Blinder, who
resigned last month to return to
teaching at Princeton.
But R ohatyn’s proposed
nomination appeared in trouble
Monday, with Sen. Connie Mack,
a member of the Banking Com
mittee and chairman of the Joint
Economic Committee, leading a
charge to derail it.
Mack, R-Fla., circulated a
Joint Economic Committee staff
memo attacking Rohatyn’s longheld liberal views in support of
activist governmental solutions
to various problems.
Noting that Clinton had
declared the era of big govern
ment over in his State of the
Union address. Mack said of
[H = E 3 = 3 -E

"The Fed hos done a superb job in finessing this business cycle,
setting it up to lost a long, long time."
Allen Sinoi
_____________________________

Chief globol economist, Lehmon Brothers

Rchatyn, “It would be difficult to
find a nominee more at odds with
Bill Clinton’s rhetoric.”
Congressional sources, who
also spoke on condition of
anonymity, said that White
House officials had been unable
to find any Republicans on the
Banking Committee willing to
support Rohatyn, forcing the ad
ministration to reconsider
whether to nominate him.
At the White House, presiden
tial spokesman Mike McCurry
refused to discuss the recommen
dations Clinton was receiving,
but he said the White House was
concerned “that these appoint
ments to what should be and
must be an independent board
are becoming enmeshed in
politics.”
Private economists said that
Clinton’s trouble winning ap
proval for Rohatyn, a Democrat,
demonstrated the political risk of
nominating anyone other than
Greenspan, a Republican first
nominated to the Fed in 1987 by
Ronald Reagan and renominated
by George Bush.
Various Democrats in Con
gress, including House Minority
Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo.,
have complained that Greenspan
has been overly concerned about
fighting inflation and less wor
ried about people losing their
jobs because the economy was
growing too slowly.
Analysts said that while the
pro-growth Clinton might have
preferred someone else as Fed
chairman, he bowed to political
realities.
“The Senate is now controlled
by Republicans and this is an
election year and the president is
resigned to that fact,” said Larry

Chimerine, chief economist at
the Economic Strategy Institute,
a Washington think tank that
has accused the Fed of pushing
interest rates up too high in 1994
and being too slow to ease credit
over the past 12 months.
But other analysts noted that
Greenspan has worked hard to
build ties with Clinton and has
provided critical support at key
times such as Clinton’s 1993
deficit program and the 1995
Mexican bailout and more
recently by warning of the conse
quences of not raising the debt
ceiling.
In
addition,
while
Greenspan’s interest rate in
creases have been blamed for the
sluggish economy, the Fed has
cut rates three times since last
July and those rate reductions
should ensure an economic
rebound by the time voters go
the polls in November.
“The Fed has done a superb
job in finessing this business
cycle, setting it up to last a long,
long time,” said Allen Sinai, chief
global economist at Lehman
Brothers in New York.
Some economists predicted
that the administration will
quickly abandon Rohatyn for the
No 2 job in favor of some other
liberal, but less controversial,
nom inee such as Harvard
economist Benjamin Freidman or
Peter Kenen, an economist at
Princeton.
“I just don’t think the ad
ministration wants to pick a
major fight on the vice chair
man’s position,” said David
Jones, chief economist at Aubrey
G. Lanston & Co. “They have got
enough fights on other subjects.”
r= » -rT = i - l

Now That We’ve Defined The Path,
Everyone’s Following In Our Footsteps.
A t B ay Networks, w e’ve defined a revolutionary new path that cuts through the chaos and leads to pow erful sw itched internetworking solutions. N ow everyone^ rushing to blaze new trails
¥vith us..., including som e o f the industry's m ost accom plished professionals. W e’re the leading worldwide provider o f m ultiprotocol routers, intelligent hubs, h ig h -s p ^ switches and sophisticated netw ork m anagem ent products for organizations building enterprise-w ide inform ation internetworks. In the past year, w e’ve form ed strategic partnerships with com panies like AT&T,
M icrosoft smd IBM . E xperierK e the adventures that lie ah ead
B ay Netw orks - the sim ple solution to career advarrcem ent.

Hardware Engineering

Systems Lab Adm inistration

Get involved with the latest advancements in the design,
implementation, test and debugging of our advance net
working products. You’d harxlle a variety of mission critical
responsibilities including board level d e ^ n , digital design
and simulation at the ASIC arxi board level. Additionally,
you’ll be accountable for design verification testing in a lab
environment and release of products to manufacturing.

Apply your test lab experience to a multitude of challenging
and engaging duties including: managing systems test labs
and lab backbone; installing and troubleshooting UNIX and
network management systems; maintaining test equipment
and ensuring lab hardware is current; managing lab inverv
tory, configurations, planning and implementing changes in
lab layouts.

Software Engineering

The ‘Trext wave” is here at Bay Networks. We can offer
exceptional opportunities for candidates interested in the
development and deployment of Internet and Web applica- '
tkxis for both our intern^ and external customers. Work with
a core group of software engineers in defining the architec
ture and infrastmeture required to develop production quality
applications using Orade, Netscape. Java, CGI, and HTML.

Orade Program m ing

Proiect M anaoem entTools and Tecnnology

Custom er Support Services
We’re seeking customer-oriented data communication
experts to provide Technical Support services to our cus
tomers, re se ^rs, and field personnel. Exercise your analytical abilities to identify problem sources and recommend
corrective action with one or more of the following tech
nologies: WirKlows and UNIX Management, Ethernet,
Token Ring, FDOI, ATM, Switching and other
Internetworking products.

Stop by our booth a t the C areer F a ir and talk
to us about em ploym ent opportunities at
B ay Networks. W e will also be interviewing
on cam pus Monday, M arch 4. Contact y r ^
cam pus placem ent office for m ore details.

W eb and Internet Program m ing

In a state-of-the-art ATM environment, you will design and
develop high performance Fast Ethernet switch products
exteixfing our impressive product portfolio. Embedded sys
tem realtime software includes SNMP agent and sophisti
cated switch fabric management software. New feature
development and maintenance is required.

Oracle experts gain the opportunity to develop and
enhance the Commissions and Channel Capture Systems
utilizing the full Oracle suite of tools and databases.

* Candidates must possess an appropriate technical
degree and relevant skills sets in order to be considered for
the above disciplines.

If you are unable to attend and would like to pursue these
opportunities, please mail, fax, or e-mail your resume, indi
cating area of interest, to: Suzette Tauber, Bay Networks,
Inc., P.O. Box 58165, Santa C lara, CA 95052. FAX:
(408)764-1898. E-mail: stauberObaynetworks.com.

For a complete listing o f aU openings,
see us on the World Wide Web at
http://www.baynetworks.com
under ‘Corporate Information’’
or "W hafs New Now. ”

Evaluate emerging tools and technologies to be deployed
within the Information Systems furretion induding applica
tions, development environments, databases, and Internet
tools. You’ll also install, prototype, demonstrate and evaluate
these IS packages in our Enabling Technologies laboratory.

UNIX Network Analysis
If you have demonstrated UNIX expertise with a special
emphasis on the networking aspects of the operating sys
tem, we have exceptional opportunities available on our tal
e n t^ IS team to support E-mail, DNS, Sendmail, Internet
services and a variety of security applications.
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Air Force Base converted into Hope Meadows:
a community focused on raising troubled kids
By Matt Kelley
Associated Press

RANTOUL, 111. — At Hope
Meadows, families get free hous
ing and an $18,000 salary for one
parent to stay home and take
care of the kids. Retired people
get reduced rent for doing every
thing from reading to the
children to working as school
crossing guards.
The government-subsidized
community, set up at an aban
doned Air Force base, operates
according to the African proverb
‘I t takes a village to raise a
child.”
The project is aimed at kids
who have suffered from the
abuse and addictions of their
biological parents. The 22 “Hope
children” are those in state cus
tody who are older or have spe
cial medical or behavioral
problems that make them hard
to place elsewhere.
The Hope Meadows residents,
along with child-welfare workers
and volunteers, are building a
community focused on serving
children.
“It’s going to make a lot of dif
ference in a lot of people’s lives,”
said Debbie Calhoun, who has
seven children in her family’s
home — two foster children, four
adopted children and her biologi
cal daughter.
Calhoun said she and her hus
band, Ken, decided to move to

Hope Meadows when it opened
in 1994 because of the program’s
promise of a stable, long-term
family setting for foster and
adopted children.
Hope Meadows is the
brainchild of University of Il
linois child psychologist Brenda
lirause Eheart. She became con
cerned about the growing num
ber of children raised in foster
care, group homes or other “tem
porary” arrangements.
“We have about 50,000
children in foster care in Illinois,
and about one-third — over
15,000 — will not go home and
will not be adopted,” Eheart
says. “No wonder the system is
failing, when we don’t have a
legal means of providing stable
families. We can’t just let kids
flounder for five years or 10
years.”
While Eheart was searching
for a solution, the Pentagon
decided to close Chanute Air
Force Base in Rantoul, a town of
about 15,000 that is 20 miles
north of the university campus in
Urbana. After a long battle with
military officials and a fax to
President Clinton, Eheart’s Hope
for the Children charity in 1993
became the first nonprofit group
to get surplus military housing.
“I wanted to create my own
community, with the child in the
center of the community. I had
no money, nothing. I was crazy,”

Eheart said with a laugh.
A $1 million grant from the
state helped buy and renovate
the former Chanute duplexes,
and yearly state funding of about
$650,000 pays most of the
program’s bills, Eheart said.
Once the program is running
at full capacity of about 40
children, the costs are expected
to be about half of the $30,000
per year it takes to raise a child
in a group home.
The idea, Eheart said, is to
create a community diverse in
age, race, religion, family income
and legal status of children.
Hope Meadows residents said
it’s working.
“Several of the children have
done a complete turnaround,”
said Elmer Davis, a retiree who
moved to Rantoul from Florida to
join the program. “One boy, Joe
(another volunteer) caught him
spitting on us, but now he’s
turned around 100 percent. He’s
polite, a nice kid now.”
The kids call all of the retirees
“Grandma” and “Grandpa,”
something that the volunteers
say just happened.
Still, Hope Meadows is not
Utopia. Several children con
tinue to have behavior problems
such as acting out in school and
defying authority. Helping those
children takes a lot of patience,
courage and love, parents said.

Rosier Valentine’s crop
result of better weather
By Catoliao Ortiz
Associated Press

SAN JOSE, Calif. — When
roses are red, growers aren’t
blue.
Last year’s gloomy skies took
the bloom off California’s rose
crop, but this winter’s brighter
weather has growers of the
most romantic of flowers seeing
green for Valentine’s Day.
“Fantastic” is how Union
City grower Dave Kitayama
describes this year’s crop of
Valentine roses. Sunny skies
helped produce vigorous plants
with deeply-hued red, pink and
peach blossoms.
“The quantity is above
average, but it’s the quality of
flowers that is also very, very
good right now,” said Kitayama,
co-owner of Kitayama Brothers
Inc., the nation’s largest grower
of roses. “Last year I wasn’t
really proud of the crop. ... This
year it’s different.”
California, with its favorable
climate, produces nearly 70 per
cent of the nation’s roses, with
most nurseries concentrated in
Santa Cruz, Monterey, San
Mateo and San Diego counties.
The state last year produced
nearly $62.6 million in hybrid
tea roses, the favored elegant
t3q>e that makes up virtually all
cut roses consumers buy, ac
cording to the California Cut
Flower Commission.
And Valentine’s Day remains
the biggest day for roses, so
growers keep an anxious eye on
the weather during the critical
seven or eight weeks before the

3-point Payoff

flowers are picked for the
holiday.
Last year’s storms hurt. The
rain itself didn’t bother the
plants, which are grown in
greenhouses, but the gray skies
didn’t let enough sun reach
them. The roses had rangy
stems and less-than-vibrant
blooms.
“Last year was horrible
year our production was
probably off 30 percent,” said
Steve Oku of Oku Inc. in Pescadero. Kitayama and other
growers cite similarly dismal
figures.
“But quality and quantity
will be good this year. We’re
smiling — it’s nice to see the
sun out,” Oku said.
Last February, Americans
bought 84.5 million roses. But
this year they are expected to
buy 89 million, according to the
Cut Flower Commission. About
1.2 billion roses are sold in the
U.S, throughout the year.
“People see roses in more
and more places throughout
their day — grocery stores and
sidewalk vendors — in addition
to traditional retail,” said
Kathryn Miele, spokeswoman
for the Cut Flower Commission.
Red roses — the symbol of
romantic love — are consistent
ly the biggest seller for Valen
tine’s Day. About 81 percent of
roses given on Wednesday will
be red.
But other colors have their
fans, their popularity varying
now and then.
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EBM UD, the W est’s largest independently operated w ater and
w astew ater facility, provides service for com m unities on the
East shore o f the San Francisco Bay.
We can offer you:
• An environmentally-oriented organization
• Interaction with a large, diversified engineering staff
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$4 millón worth of diamonds disappear from Bay Area
By Ridiord Cole
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — In the
months after the collapse of the
Soviet Union, Golden ADA
emerged among the crop of new
companies seeking fortunes from
the marriage of Russian raw
materials and Western know
how.
Golden ADA boasted the best
asset a Russian business could
have: personal connections to
Boris Yeltsin’s government.
Russia shipped hundreds of
millions of dollars in uncut
diamonds to the San Francisco
company, which was supposed to
cut and polish the gems and send
them back.
But few, if any, ever returned.
Now, up to $400 million in
diamonds, gold and cash has
vanished from Golden ADA, and
federal investigators suspect the
Russian mob stole the riches.
The company’s Russian owner,
Andrei Kozlenok, is also missing.
Investigators want to know

where the valuables are and why
Russia continued to ship them
even though the company had
failed to pay.
Russia contends Golden ADA
illegally sold its diamonds and
kept the cash. Some of the money
apparently helped buy a stun
ning array of luxury items, in
cluding a Faberge egg created for
Czar Nicholas II, a $377,000
Rolls Royce, nine speedboats, a
$20 million Leaijet and a $4.4
million Lake Tahoe estate used
in “The Godfather Part II,” out
side auditors found.
Kozlenok, a relative of
Yeltsin’s Deputy Finance Minis
ter Anatoly Golovaty, also used
his money to buy connections on
this side of the Pacific. Golovaty
refused a request for an inter
view from The Associated Press.
After it was launched in 1992,
Kozlenok’s company showered
California politicians with
money, including $25,000 to the
failed gubernatorial campaign of
Kathleen Brown and thousands

more to state and city politicians.
In January 1995, Kozlenok
recruited two well-connected San
Francisco politicians to rescue
his company after Russia in
mid-1994 finally cut off further
shipments and demanded an ac
counting of the gems and money.
He hired veteran state Sen.
Quentin Kopp, a powerful
California legislator, as cor
porate counsel, and made Jack
Immendorf chief executive. Immendorf was then-Mayor Frank
Jordan’s campaign finance chair
man and still heads the city
Recreation and Park Commis
sion.
In a February 1995 letter to
Yeltsin, Immendorf warned that
Golden ADA would fail dis
astrously if Russia did not
resume shipments of diamonds.
But the appeal was unsuccessful.
Until the shipments were cut
off, Russia kept sending the
gems because “it was a question
of trust,” said Russia’s California
attorney, Mark Beck.

Russia’s diamond marketing
agency has admitted shipping at
least $178 million in uncut
diamonds, gold coins and other
valuables to Golden ADA
without pre-payment or security,
in violation of its own rules.
Diamond industry experts say
the em b a rr a ss ed Russ ian
government may be concealing
its real losses, which could hit
$400 million.
Political pressures both in
Moscow and Washington could
smother the U.S. investigation,
which gives ammunition to
Y e l t s i n ’s Co m m u nist and
nationalist opponents in Russia’s
presidential elections in June.
Yeltsin’s critics have repeated
ly accused his government of cor
ruption and of helping to plunder
Russia’s vast natural resources.
One federal law enforcement
official who spoke on condition of
anonymity said the U.S. inves
tigation was going slowly be
cause “there is concern in
Washington.”

Immendorf and Kopp left the
company shortly before Russia
filed a lawsuit in October and the
IRS raided Golden ADA’s head
quarters in November, seizing its
remaining assets for $63 million
in unpaid taxes.
Investigators are now trying
to determine whether Russian
organized crime siphoned off
Golden ADA’s assets.
Immendorf blames incom
petence, not crime, for Golden
ADA’s woes.
“If any organized crime, Rus
sian or here, was involved, 1
think we would have known
about it,” he said. “There wasn’t
even a hint.”
Louise Shelley, an American
University professor and an ex
pert in Washington on Russian
organized crime, said she con
sulted with the FBI on the Gold
en ADA case last year. She said
she told the FBI the case has the
earmarks of Russian organized
crime.

‘Generation X’ targeted by IRS for new phone tax filing system
Associoted Preg

WASHINGTON — To en
courage tax filing by telephone,
the Internal Revenue Service is
targeting a television advertising
campaign at 18-to-24 year olds.
The 15-second and 30-second
spots, featuring animated pencils

that complain they aren’t needed
anymore, already have aired on
the NBC and Fox networks, IRS
spokesman Steve Pyrek said
Monday.
ABC, NBC and MTV — a
“Generation X” favorite — also
plan to show them.
Pyrek said the agency chose to

aim the spots at filers who are
18-to-24 years old because they
make up the bulk of the roughly
23 million taxpayers eligible for
phone filing, which is being of
fered nationwide for the first
time this year.
The taxpayers, who otherwise
would use Form 1040EZ, must

obtain a TeleFile booklet contain
ing a personal identification
number, which substitutes for
their signature. They must be
single with no dependents, have
taxable income of less than
$50,000 and interest income of
less than $400, and live at the
same address as last year.

Through Feb. 2, the IRS had
received 851,000 returns by
telephone. It expects the total to
redch 3 million by the end of the
filing season. Last year, when
telephone filing was available in
10 states, 680,000 returns were
filed by telephone.

Help yourself by helping others...
co n sid er a degree in physical therapy
becom e a

Physical Therapist Assistant
Professional
Skills Institute
4213 State Street • Suite 302
Santa Barbara
(805)683-1902 (800)200-1902

NOW ENROLLING FOR APRIL & OCTOBER
Accreditation granted by CAKIB/APTA
Accredited by the Accreditation Bureau o f Health Education Schools
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Yosemite Concession Services Corp.
offers you the opportunity to live & work in one of the
world's most beautiful sites. The “Yosemite Experience” is a
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to work hard and smile, now is your chance to join our team.

Your BS Degree in Industrial Engineering or Operations
Research from California Polytechnk: State University is

A representative will be on campus
T hursday, F ebruary IS***, 1996.
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Ernst &. Young. We're the world's leading professional ser

We will be accepting applications for a variety of
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restaurants, retail, recreational, and support facilities.
Housing available for applicant only.

vices firm and a company that fosters professional develop
ment with a fervent commitment to accomplishment. For
information about your career opportunity with Ernst &

For further information and an application contact your
Career Placement Center.
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CABINET: ‘They wi]l feel more connected to Poly’
From page 1

“I really think it is a good idea,
but I think it will be hard to get
started.”
Clifford said the cabinet has
organized a Senior Week from
May 28-31 for graduating seniors
at Cal Poly, which is similar to
Week of Welcome.
“Now we can have the same
type of celebration as we leave
Cal Poly that we do when we
come to Cal Poly,” Clifford said.
Cail said the events will bring
seniors closer to the university so
that when they do graduate, they
aren’t just gone.
“They will feel more connected
to the university and will want to
keep in touch,” Cail said.
Construction management
senior Dario Pascarelli believes
the only way he would get in
volved is if he hears about the
Senior Cabinet through word of
mouth.
“If nobody is talking about
(the Senior Cabinet), then it is
not really important to me or my
peers,” Pascarelli said. “I feel

that it will only be beneficial to
those that put in the time and
energy to attend the events.”
According to Clifford, there
will be a booth set up in the
University Union in a few days
for those interested.
“We are really hoping to get
the word out as soon as possible,”
Clifford said.
In addition to the events, the
Senior Cabinet will be sending
seniors a graduation handbook
that gives them information
needed for graduating. They will
also set up the senior gift given
to the campus, which this year
will be a Britannica on-line en
cyclopedia added to the library’s
computer system.
According to Cail, the money
to help support the Senior
Cabinet comes from University
Advancem ent and Annual
Giving.
Clifford said the Senior
Cabinet will have applications
available for those who want to
join.
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M orrison tests HIV positive;
w ill n ot fight w ith the virus
By Kelly Kurt
Assoikifed Press

TULSA, Okla. — Tommy Mor
rison’s up-and-down boxing
career reached its low point Mon
day with the announcement that
the powerful heavyweight had
tested positive for the AIDS
virus.
Morrison’s promoter, Tony
Holden, confirmed that a test ad
ministered in Las Vegas last
week came back HIV positive.
“He’s taken it like a champ,”
Holden said. “He knows he’s had
a promiscuous lifestyle in the
past. He’s taking it better than
his team (of handlers).”
Morrison, 27, did not attend
th e news conference. He
remained in isolation at his
home in the northeast Oklahoma
town of Jay, where he was
providing blood samples to
paramedics for further tests.
He issued a statement asking
people to pray for children af
fected by the disease because “I
feel it would be selfish to ask you
to say a prayer for me.”
“I understand that there are
people concerned about me,” he
said in the statement. “I am
fine.”
Holden said results of the
latest tests are expected within
48 hours. He said Morrison still
held hope a retest would show
the original test false, but the
fighter already has talked about
getting involved in AIDS aware
ness activities.
“If it is true, I don’t see us
ever fighting again or ever want

ing to,” Holden said. “But right
now we’re not concerned about
that.”
Morrison had cited religious
reasons when he initially refused
to take a test for the virus in the
days before his scheduled fight
Saturday night against Arthur
Weathers in Las Vegas. He left a
doctor’s office but returned the
next day to submit a blood
sample.
Holden said Monday he had
told Morrison not to sign any
thing before contacting him or
his attorney because of a new
agreement with promoter Don
King.
The Nevada Athletic Commis
sion suspended him for medical
reasons only hours before the
fight.
Morrison’s trainer, Tom Virgets, said he told the fighter the
news of his suspension Saturday
afternoon in the crowded casino
at the MGM Grand hotel.
Morrison was to have received
$50,000 to fight Weathers, the
first step in a package of fights
under promoter Don King that
was to have led to a possible $4
million payday against Mike
TVson later this year.
The blond boxer’s occasional
acting career also had received a
recent boost. Morrison, who
played a leading role in the
movie “Rocky V,” appeared as a
boxer in January on the
television comedy “Cybill.”
“This truly tragic situation
brings to light that no one, in
cluding some of the strongest
men in the world, are immune
from this insidious disease,” Syl

vester Stallone, who portrayed
“Rocky,” said in a statement
Monday. “Meeting and working
with Tommy Morrison was one of
my fondest memories and noth
ing will ever change that.”
Morrison is 45-3-1 in a sevenyear career with 39 knockouts.
His career has been marked by
daunting setbacks, including a
bloody loss to former WBC cham
pion Lennox Lewis in October,
but he always seemed to work
his way back.
A promising start to his
career suffered in 1991 when,
weary and teetering, Morrison
was knocked out by Ray Mercer
in the fifth round. Two years
later, Morrison won the WBO
championship with a 12-round unanimous decision over George
Foreman.
But that victory celebration
was short-lived. Four months
after the Foreman fight, with an
$8 million payday against Lewis
awaiting him, Morrison decided
to take a tune-up bout against
relative unknown Michael Bentt.
Bentt knocked him out in the
first round.
In an interview before a June
1995 bout against Razor Rud
dock — in which Morrison flat
tened Ruddock with a left hook
in the sixth round — Morrison
insisted his days of women chas
ing and finding trouble were be
hind him.
“There was a time where I
went through a little bit of a
metamorphosis, where I wasn’t
the most dedicated athlete in the
world,” he said.
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MYONE WHO CARES HOW THEIR MONEY IS BEING SPENT IS INVITED TO ATTEND A N ...

KO N A'S
SELF
SERVE
FROZEN
YOGURT

STRATEGIC
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Moko Yovr
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with this coupon
2/27/96
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take $4.00 off

Wednesday, f g I)« 2 1

cDypnrt.
in Chumash.

The ASI Board of Directors needs your comments on what
we are doing wrong, what we are doing right, and what
you would like to see changed. All input is valuable
and will be treated as such. Everyone currently enrolled
on campus is invited to attend.

any pair of
Cal Poly Boxer Shorts

one day o n ly

GorrcxI

B U S

Check out
what
I'm doing,
haby!

Burlingame Station
Spike's brings the outstanding brews from
Burlingame Station Brew Co.

9

%

/T

EXCELLENT BREW .

V

Fun starts at 6pm.

. -j'

We will be
serving 5
of their
handcrafted ales

Tortilla
Flats

A S a m p le r o f 4 fo r $ 3 .7 5
A ll p in ts $ 2 .5 0

i

(on

SPIKE'SH

night of event)

FIELD HCX:KEY CLUB TEAM
1ST MEETING: TUES FEB 20 Q 8:30
UU TV LOUNGE ?’S CALL 544-1157

I.B.C .
M E E T IN G
EVERY THURS.
11:00AM 3-114

GUEST SPEAKERS FROM INTL.
COMPANIES, INFO ABOUT EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES, STUDIES ABROAD,
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES,
PARTIES. AND MOREI ALL MAJORS
ARE WELCOME.

POLY REPS!
MANDATORY MTG
TUE 2/13 7-8:30pm ALUMNI HOUSE

Pride = Power
Gays,Lesbians & Bisexuals United
Tuesday O 7pm, FOB 47, Rm 24-B

N O M IN A T E

MARCH 1’S the DATE
'PRESIDENTS AWARDS
for COMMUNITY SERVICE“
Forms due in UU217 by 3/1/96.

Candidate filling for the 96-97
ASI President, Chairman of the
Board & Board of Directors is
now open. Stop by & file ASAP
For registration packets come
to the ASI office in UU 217A

SKI JACKSON HOLE WY
Join the Cal Poly Ski Club for
Spring Break! Get a great tan and
ski a great mountain. Snight/
4 day package w/ bus trans.
O nly $369 CaN 756-SKIS,
or visit the UU table 10-2, M-F

Lost
TSnïgAPTÜRë
Tues, night desses
you’ll miss out on

WOW
Coming Sp 96

REW ARD!

LOST LIGHT METER IN BLACK FABRIC
CASE. $25 CALL JOE 542-9341

Word ProcessiBB
Typirw of: Sr Profects/Thesis &
Reports/Resumes PC/MAC 783-0426

0

Q.
z

0
CO

TOADVEKTISÍ IN MUSTANG DAILY ClASSIFIEDS, UlL 756 1143

;Oppoitunitie8
SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
G R E 2 1 4 P ts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

NO on 199 maintains affordable
mobilehome housing statewide.

REGISTER N O W /

“D

E
0

5 7 0 H igu e ra , In Front O f the C re a m e ry 5 4 4 -7 1 5 7

Announcements
DON’T WAIT!

a

Higuera St.

Classified
ubsj

Even if we have to travel
across the state,
th ro w in g kegs in the
back o f ou r p ick-u p
tru c k , S pike's w ill b rin g
the best brews to you.

IIICAUTIONItt
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our drculars. For info cali
301-306-1207.
CASH FOR COLLEGE. GRANTS A
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAIL. BILLIONS
OF $$ IN GRANTS. 1-800-243-2435
EARN EXTRA INCOMEI COMM. BASED
PLUS BONUSES! FLEX HRS 481-8861

TRAVEL SCHOOL
Travel Schools West will train you
for this glamorous & exciting
profession. Earn extra income &
free trips! Seniors welcome. 10 wks,
hands-on SABRE training & more!
Call for free brochures - 781-2630

Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, brother/
sister camp, Pennsylvania, 6/208/18/96. Have the most memorable
summer of your life! Counselors
needed for Tennis. Swim (W.S.I.
preferred), Basketbali, Softbali,
Vofleybail, Soccer, Golf, SelfDefense, Gymnastics, Cheer,
Aerobics, Nature/Camping, Ropes,
Piano, Guitar, Ceramics, Jewelry,
Batik, Scuipture, Draw/Paint,
Silkscreen, Other Staff: Group
Leaders, Bookkeeper. Driver/Video
Photography, Chet & Assistant.
Many other positions. On Campus
Interviews February 26th. Call
1-800-279-3019 for information.
DESK CLERK. SMALL MOTEL. PARTTIME. FLEXIBLE HOURS. GUEST
CONTACT AND COMPUTER EXP.
PREFERRED. 773-8046
Independent, evangelical,
Christian church in Atascadero
is hiring Sunday school
teachers. Each Sunday 9-11 am,
20 dollars per Sunday. Must be
a Christian who loves working
with children. Call Kitty at
461-9495 for an intenriew.

FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE $500
IN 5 DAYS - GREEKS, GROUPS.
CLUBS, MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS.
FAST. EASY - NO FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION (800) 862-1982 EXT 33

FREE FENDER

BEAVERTAIL BOLTLESS CANTILEVER
BICYCLE FENDERS. SELL 5 FOR YOUR
FRIENDS GET ONE FREE $15 VALUE
CONTACT CHARLES AT 909-885-3806

MANAGER

CENTRAL COAST MOTEL APT. INCL
FAX RESUME TO 310-541-3059

Employment
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR JOBS
AVAILABLE. High Sierra co-ed
camp north of Lake Tahoe. Great
job for people who like chiidren
& the out-of-doors. For applica
tion write Bob Stein PO Box 519
Portola, CA 96122. Fax (916)832-4195
d. M
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Roommate Wanted Starting Spring
Quarter - Own Room, near Poly,
low rent, females preferred.
546-8500 (2 rooms available)

Wanted

Share 2 bdrm 1 bath on Boysen
$312.50 plus utilities
Available March 17
Call Kristen 781-8957

60 CASA ST TOWNHOUSES NOW
RENTING FOR SEPTEMBER AND JUNE
Non-smoker, Quiet
NO PETS. 543-7555 'Ask for Bea*
RANCH APARTMENT
One bedroom furnished
18 mi. to Poly HORSE OK
$400/rrx>. 438-3965

iK H c w n S s T f o ir ]
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell
Smyth R/E Steve Nelson
•"5 4 3 -8 3 7 0 "*

NEXT TO POLY

SECLUDED 2 BR, 1 Bath HOME
Lg Gar $167,500 Call 544-8486

FIIIVIIIIES
MISTER BOFFO

CITIZEN DOG

by Joe M a rtin

IN THE BLEACHERS

By Steve Moore

BY HARK O’HARE

B e nchw arm er w ith a ca re e r-e n d in g in ju ry .
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SPORTS
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Assorioied Press

A TAVERN OF SPORTS NEWS

SOFTBALL

Cal Poly........................................................ 1
Norlhridge...............................................3

Cal Poly........................................................3
Northridge...............................................2
MEN’S TENNIS

Cal Poly........................................................ 1
Fresno State........................................... 6
WRESTLING

Cal Poly.....................................................25
Davis....................

Ignorant, racist assholes in white sheets dance
around like morons, protest Black History Month

15

Cal Poly.....................................................33
Fullerton..................................................6

TODAY’S GAMES

• Men’s basketball vs. Chapman College
@ Mott Gym, 7 p.m.

MODESTO, Calif. — Ku Klux
Klan members decided to move
their annual summertime cross
burning in Stanislaus County up
a few months, to coincide with
Black History Month.
Marching around a 15-foot
cross doused in gasoline and ig
nited, more than a dozen robed
figures chanted their hatred
Saturday on property owned by
Bill Albers, a former imperial
wizard of one KKK branch.
“We got a problem with the
nigs, we got a problem with the
Mexicans, the Jews and the
federal whores on the canal
banks,” Albers told television
station KXTV of Sacramento.

More than 20 s h e r i f f s
deputies and Modesto police of
ficers watched the li/2-hour
ceremony north of Modesto
without intervening.
“It’s almost kind of funny to
watch,” said Sheriffs Lt. M3nron
Larson.
Burning a cross was not con
sidered a hate crime because it
took place on private property
and did not target specific in
dividuals, he said. The only
violation the Klan members can
be called on is failing to obtain a
burning permit, a civil violation.
“They’re exercising their right
to free speech,” Larson said. “We
may not like it, but they aren’t
breaking any laws.”
Albers received a citation and

Klansmen, skinheads and mem
bers of motorcycle gangs, Huston
said.

a $1,000 fine from his last cross
burning, in June.
Authorities have closely
watched San Joaquin Valley
KKK members since they began
cross burnings and rallies
several years ago.
‘We watch these people like
hawks,” Larson said. “We’re very
aware of them. Any possible sub
versive activities they may be in
volved with, we want to know
about.”
So far, their events have not
been violent, said Kelly Huston,
a Modesto police spokesman.
Huston said Albers is careful to
keep the event contained, allow
ing only invited guests to take
part. Some guests have included

“Their basic tactic is to in
timidate and to cause fear in
others,” he said.
But Paul Rigmaiden, head of
the Modesto-Stanislaus chapter
of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, said the cross burning
shows the civil rights movement
has a long way to go.
“It’s pretty clear that racial
hatred is not simply confined to
the old South, but that it rears
its ugly head all over the United
States and even in California,”
he told KXTV.

• Baseball vs. Cal Lutheran @ Cal Poly,
6 p.m.
TOMORROW’S GAMES

• There are no games tomorrow.

Fans boo Jordan, want Shaq
for NBA All-Star Game MVP

lil

*aA

San Antonio (AP) -- It’ll go down in
NBA history as Michael Jordan’s tu r
quoise-tinged nightmare.
It was the night he returned to the AllStar game after a three-year absence, sat
on the end of the bench for the fourth
quarter, then stood at center court in his
teal All-Star uniform and felt as out of
place as he looked.
It was the night Air Jordan was deflated
by boos.
He was voted MVP, but to the 36,037
fans at the Alamodrome, those Initials
did not stand for Most Valuable Player.
For them, Jordan winning the award over
Shaquille O’Neal was a Most Vicious
Putdown.
“ I felt kind of strange standing out there
accepting an MVP trophy when the crowd
was making their own selection,” Jordan
said. “ He can have the trophy if this is
going to make him mad the second half
of the season. I might do that, I might."
But instead of giving his trophy to
O’Neal, Jordan left it sitting by the micro
phone after answering questions.
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CAL POLY
SPORTS HOTLINE

They s H M e U

it o u t f o r y o u r o r t h o d o n t i s t b i l l s .

(8 0 5 ) 756- S C O R

C oughed
And fo rk e d

it o v e r f o r tha t

it u p f o r y o u r c a r i n s u r a n c e .

fis h

tdflh, accident.

SUMMER CAMPS & RESORTS JOB FAIR

Yet th e y still iV lS tS t y o u c a l l C O l I C C t .

Thurtday, Februaiy 15 • 10 am to 1 pw

Chumash Auditofium
Summer jobs for all majors, all class levels, with
camps and resorts from the High Sierras to Catakr»
Island, from Oregon to Pennsylvania! Job hunting w»
never be easierl

T o u c h e d b y t h e ir u n d y i n g lo ve, y o u s p a r e t h e m f u r t h e r e x p e n s e .

Details available at Career Services.

You d i a l

Paris
$1891
London
Frankfurt
Madrid
Amsterdam
Milan
Athens
Mexico City
Sydney

$209*
$229*
$289*
$299*
$329*
$329*
$115*
$559*
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1 8 0 0 CALL ATT.
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Know the Code. 1 8 0 0 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice^
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Can for a FREE Student Traveis Magazinci

ATBiT

903 Embarcadero Del Norte • Isla Viso, C A 93117

805
- 562-8080
http;/www.ciee.org/cts/c>’sliome.htai
Eu r a ilp a s se s
Issu.'- P ( P N - T HR- SÍ ’O T !

Your True Choice
' Par im enute calls. Promotions eaduded
1-80CKXXLBCT is a reglsiered trademaik of MCL

e 1996 A1&T

